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Abstract—
The use of zero-copy RDMA is a promising area of development in support of high-performance data movement over
wide-area networks. In particular, the emerging RDMA over
Converged Ethernet (RoCE) standard enables the InfiniBand
transport for use over existing and widely deployed network
infrastructure. In this paper, we evaluate the use of RDMA over
Ethernet in two deployment scenarios: 1) a gateway approach
that adapts standard application connections to an RDMA-based
protocol for transmission over wide-area network paths, and 2)
the integration of our RDMA implementation into GridFTP, a
popular data transfer tool for distributed computing. We evaluate
both approaches over a number of wide-area network conditions
emulated using a commercial network emulation device, and we
analyze the overhead of our RDMA implementations from a
systems perspective. Our results show a significant increase in
network utilization and performance when using RDMA over
high-latency paths with a reduced CPU and memory I/O footprint
on our gateways and end host applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
High performance data movement over wide-area networks
(WANs) is a key issue in distributed computing. Current
network technologies and protocols are increasingly ineffective
in the face of ever-growing data movement demands. This
affects key domains from data intensive science to electronic commerce, and compute grids to commercial computing
clouds. Data movement time is critical to performance in all
of these environments.
There are a plethora of solutions, software and hardware,
with different interconnects, APIs and protocols. No solution
is a panacea as all have issues with overhead, infrastructure
support, or ease of adoption. The emerging RDMA1 over
Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [5] standard lets users take advantage of low-latency, efficient, high-performance protocols
that are commonly used in the data center, like InfiniBand (IB).
RoCE is basically the InfiniBand protocols made to work over
Ethernet infrastructure.
The notion of “converged Ethernet”, also known as enhanced or data center Ethernet, is that of including various extensions to the IEEE 802.1 standards to provide prioritization,
flow control and congestion notification at the link layer. Since
the IB protocols operate in networks that are virtually lossfree, the motivation for this is clear. The protocol, however,
does not directly require any of these extensions and thus it
is possible to use RoCE in WAN environments. However, we
do require certain guarantees about path characteristics. The
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path should be virtually loss-free and should have deterministic and enforced bandwidth guarantees. Virtual circuits, and
more recently, building dedicated paths with Software Defined
Networks (SDNs) give us that capability.
Shared network infrastructure presents other challenges for
enabling RDMA-based transfers. It may also not be feasible
to have all applications be RDMA-capable, in particular due
to the asynchronous nature of the API. We show that extensions to our Phoebus Gateway [27] system allows legacy
applications to take advantage of RDMA over the WAN using
protocol adaptation at the edge of the site. This adaptation can
be done either transparently or explicitly when signaled by the
application.
Applications that support RDMA directly are also viable
candidates for long distance RoCE transfers when virtual
circuits can be extended to end hosts. As the dominant data
transfer tool in grid environments, we target GridFTP [18]
as our candidate application. GridFTP is built on the Globus
XIO framework [23], which provides extensibility by enabling modular “drivers” that can take advantage of different
underlying protocols. We develop and evaluate an RDMAcapable driver for GridFTP that requires no modifications to
the existing XIO framework.
Evaluating the performance of RDMA protocols over the
WAN remains a challenge in today’s networks. Current production infrastructure is often not capable of supporting
RDMA transfers and many research testbeds have practical
restrictions that limit the set of tunable path parameters.
Contention for available resources and the repeatability of
experiments are other factors that must be considered. The
evaluation in this paper makes use of a dedicated network
emulation device, Spirent XGEM [1], to emulate a wide range
of WAN conditions. This gives us a high degree of confidence
that our designs will operate in comparable conditions on
real-world networks and provides a solid basis with which
to evaluate the effectiveness of RoCE in WAN settings.
The following summarizes the contributions made in this
paper: 1) We describe a session-based gateway approach that
allows legacy applications to transparently use RDMA over
WANs, 2) We develop a novel approach for application data
transfer called Bulk Asynchronous Get, 3) We develop an
RDMA-enabled GridFTP driver that supports edge hosts that
have capable NICs, 4) We evaluate RoCE performance over
various WAN conditions using a dedicated network simulation
device, and 5) We perform a system-level analysis of RDMA
as used by our implementations.
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II. M OTIVATION
Achieving reliable, high-speed data transfer performance
in the wide area remains a “holy grail” for many in the
research and education (R&E) and e-Science communities,
and it is increasingly important for the commercial sector as
well. While available link and backbone capacity have rapidly
increased, the achievable throughput for typical end-to-end
applications has failed to increase commensurately. In many
cases, application throughput may be significantly less than
what is theoretically achievable unless a considerable amount
of effort is spent on host, application, and network “tuning”
by users and network administrators alike. The growing WAN
acceleration industry underscores this need.
We recognize that TCP is ubiquitous and is used as the default transport protocol in many existing transfer applications.
Practical deployment and adoption concerns have limited the
ability of new protocol and architectural designs to effect significant changes in response to specific application demands.
While frameworks like Globus allow users to experiment with
new approaches implemented as loadable drivers, most legacy
applications are left to deal with the limitations of prevailing
protocol support and their deficiencies in providing adequate
performance over high-latency, high-speed networks.
As networks continue to get faster, another key performance
consideration is not only the efficiency of the underlying
transport protocols but also the level of operating system (OS)
involvement in supporting data movement between end hosts.
With 10Gb/s network interfaces becoming more common
in high-performance computing environments, applications
struggle to achieve expected throughput without significantly
taxing CPU resources, or at least some significant fraction of
available cores. Although there are a number of optimizations
available, from kernel socket splicing to TCP offload engines,
this situation is not sustainable as data sets grow larger and
the demand on networks increases. Of course, this has been
the case previously, with each order of magnitude increase in
network speed. The end of processor frequency scaling means
that we cannot simply wait for processors to get faster and
solve the I/O performance issue. New approaches are needed.
Architectures that enable high-performance data movement,
including our own work, frequently depend on the ability of
the network to provide dedicated, stable, and often highly
configurable network resources. In support of scientific computing and R&E communities, one approach to managing a
specific class of backbone network resources has resulted in
Software Defined Networks, or SDNs. These SDNs allow
network resources to be provisioned “on the fly” by users,
services and advanced applications.
Demand-driven allocation of these ephemeral, dedicated
links and paths enables optimization of network utilization and
is an ideal tool for demanding network applications. These
“circuit networks” currently support high performance and
Grid computing applications that must reliably and quickly
move large quantities of data, and there are currently a number
of existing SDN control plane technologies in general use [17],
[31]. In addition, a considerable amount of effort is now
being focused on the problem of local, or end-site network

configuration. In many cases this involves extending a circuit
provisioned via existing SDN systems into the local-area
network of a particular institution where it can provide a dedicated, end-to-end virtual path for the requesting application
or user. Efforts such as PWE3 [8] are exploring similar edgeto-edge capabilities over label-switched paths. Our approach
takes advantage of these efforts to configure the network in
support of RDMA transfers, both across the end-sites and the
WAN.
III. BACKGROUND
This paper draws upon our previous work in supporting high
performance networking through a session layer protocol implementation, a performance enhancing gateway, and a bufferand-burst model for bulk data movement. We now provide an
overview of these components that have been extended and
used in our evaluation of RDMA over wide-area networks.
A. eXtensible Session Protocol (XSP)
The eXtensible Session Protocol (XSP) [25] was designed
as a flexible protocol architecture for managing the interactions
of applications and network-based services, and among the
devices that provide those services. Residing in layer-5 of
the OSI network model [13], XSP can provide both control
and data encapsulation of the underlying transport layer protocol data units (TPDUs) into Session layer PDUs (SPDUs).
Through an abstraction known as the Protocol Channel service
handler, XSP allows us to implement and use interchangeable
transports among applications and services that speak our
session protocol implementation.
Additionally, XSP provides mechanisms to manage the
configuration of dynamic networks services with the ability to
perform both in-band and out-of-band signaling of metadata
between session entities. Although outside the scope of this
paper, these features allow us to configure on-demand circuits
on behalf of applications and bind the state of the network,
and associated transport connections, to a particular session. A
session, in our model, is generically “a period of a particular
activity.” In this work, we are interested in using XSP to
manage periods of activity devoted to bulk data movement
and its use in our network-based services to optimize for highperformance transfers.
B. Phoebus
Our previous work on Phoebus [27] has been a direct
response to many of the performance issues described above,
particularly when bulk data movement is concerned. Phoebus
is a middleware system that applies our XSP session layer,
along with associated forwarding infrastructure, for improving
throughput in today’s networks. Using XSP, Phoebus is able to
explicitly mitigate the heterogeneity in network environments
by breaking an end-to-end connection into a series of connections, each spanning a different network segment. In this
model, Phoebus Gateways (PGs) located at strategic locations
in the network take responsibility for forwarding users’ data
to the next PG in the path, and eventually to the destination
host. A Phoebus network “inlay” of intelligent gateways allows
data transfers to be adapted at application run time, based on
available network resources and conditions.
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In order to adapt between protocols along different network
segments, Phoebus uses the Protocol Channel handler available in XSP to implement a number of transfer backends.
These backends can then be used interchangeably via the
shared XSP API while the underlying XSP framework handles
any differences in protocol semantics. The existing Phoebus
implementation has developed and experimented with a number of protocol backends, including TCP, UDP, and Myrinet
Express (MX), as well as user space protocol implementations
such as UDT [19].
C. Session Layer Burst Switching (SLaBS)
Building upon our experiences with Phoebus, we developed
a modular extension to the Phoebus architecture called Session
Layer Burst Switching, or SLaBS [24]. SLaBS uses the XSP
session layer to enable an intelligent store-and-forward data
movement service that takes advantage of large buffers at
PG adaptation points to form data bursts and optimizes their
transmission over dedicated network resources. Appropriately
enough, we call these bursts “slabs” and the process of
forming slabs “slabbing”. In essence, slabs are SPDUs that
are formed by coalescing smaller SPDUs from the edge
(e.g. user application flows) that arrive at PGs. Incoming
SPDUs are multiplexed, or reframed, into larger SPDUs (slabs)
which are more suitable for efficient transmission over widearea networks using the protocol adaptations available with
Phoebus. The XSP session layer provides the mechanism for
exchanging slab information over a SLaBS control session
and the multiplexing/demultiplexing of SPDUs between PGs
running the SLaBS implementation. Additional details are
available in our previous work [24], [27].
Our SLaBS model draws inspiration from data center environments where switched-fabric interconnects defined by the
InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) and related RDMA protocols
have played a significant role in enabling massive parallelization with improvements to throughput while also reducing
latency and overhead. In particular, RDMA operates on the
principle of transferring data directly from the user-defined
memory regions of one system to another, across a network,
while bypassing the operating system and eliminating the
need to copy data between user and kernel memory space.
These direct memory operations are supported by enabling
network adapters to register, or “pin”, memory preventing
that memory from being paged out, and giving it a consistent
virtual to physical mapping. RDMA can then directly access
these explicitly allocated regions without interrupting the host
operating system. In this paper, we investigate this direct
memory transfer approach as it applies to efficiently moving
slab buffers over long-distance networks.
Finally, our evaluation depends on the availability of RoCE
network adapters (rNICs) that support RDMA over existing
Ethernet infrastructure. This is an area of active development
with a proposed standard [5] and implementations working
within currently available hardware.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
This section describes our RDMA implementations in the
Phoebus Gateway and as a modular driver for GridFTP.

A. Bulk Asynchronous Get
Up to now, our forwarding routines within Phoebus and
SLaBS have used a synchronous, “send when available”
approach. We now describe an extension to SLaBS that takes
advantage of an asynchronous, “get when ready” model for
the transfer of buffered data (i.e. slab SPDUs) supported by
XSP signaling.
The benefits of an asynchronous communication pattern
include the ability to decouple the data movement over the
network from the involvement of the operating system (OS)
itself. In this manner, sending a resource, whether it be a set
of files or data already within the page cache, involves letting
the OS simply stage the buffered data in memory on behalf of
the requesting application while allowing the remote host to
asynchronously “get” the prepared memory regions via some
transport mechanism. We call this particular type of transfer
scenario Bulk Asynchronous Get, or BAG.
The BAG approach entails having a producer make some
resources available for a remote consumer to access, during
some particular window of activity, and notifying the consumer
when the data is ready. The BAG operation is asynchronous
in that the producer is only notified of a transfer completion if
requested or required by the implementation, and typically via
an out-of-band message. Our notion of an XSP session allows
us to define such a period of activity as the duration of an
active session over which control signaling can be performed.
This period involves the exchange of metadata about active
memory regions and supports the notification of both sender
and consumer of completion status for a given transfer event.
What our BAG model requires is a transport mechanism that
removes the sender (i.e. the host operating system) from the
task of moving application buffers through the network. Along
with an out-of-band signaling mechanism provided by XSP,
this asynchronous communication model frees up a system to
perform other tasks. The semantics used in RDMA protocols
provides exactly this mechanism.
We have developed a conceptual model of a BAG service
that uses an RDMA transport and have implemented the necessary components within the XSP session layer to support our
evaluation. This has involved two main tasks: 1) creating an
RDMA Protocol Channel for use by the Phoebus forwarding
routines, and 2) extending the related messaging support in
XSP that allows Phoebus to exchange the necessary metadata, perform the remote Get operations, and signal transfer
completion events. The RDMA protocol handler developed for
Phoebus uses the rdmacm and ibverbs libraries, available as
part of the OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution (OFED) [3],
to establish an RDMA transport context and initiate the supported RDMA operations. Phoebus can use this new protocol
implementation interchangeably along with the other transfer
backends described previously.
Using the reliable connection (RC) InfiniBand transport,
the RDMA READ operation defined in the IBA specification
allows for consumer-initiated transfer of remote memory regions. We use this mechanism to provide the “get when ready”
functionality described in our BAG model. To support these
new memory semantics, we extended the XSP SLaBS control
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Fig. 1: System-level view of RDMA transfers with XSP-driven Bulk
Asynchronous Get (XSP-BAG)

Fig. 2: Partitioned buffer design for SLaBS

PDUs to encode and exchange the necessary local and remote
addresses, keys, and size of each memory region to transfer
along with the original slab metadata. We call these control
PDUs “SLAB” messages.
Figure 1 shows a system-level view of XSP providing the
necessary signaling to maintain a BAG transfer. After the
XSP session establishes the RDMA context, registers local and
remote buffers, and exchanges pointers, the rNICs proceed to
transfer data within the designated memory regions without
further involvement from the OS. What is missing from this
picture is the service that “stages” requested data in memory
to be transferred. We now describe our SLaBS data movement
system as one such in-the-network service.

amount of metadata exchange required with XSP, we employ a
simple “triple buffering” scheme where three logical memory
regions are exchanged between SLaBS gateways in a roundrobin fashion to keep the network saturated. While incoming
SPDUs are written to one region (“network write” from the
edge connections), the second region contains “ready” slabs
and their associated metadata has already been sent to the
remote side within an XSP SLAB message. The destination
PG posts the Get operations as they are received over the
XSP control session while slabs in a a third region are actively
being retrieved via RDMA. In order to handle the multiplexing
of multiple connections into slabs at an ingress PG, each
of these regions in the ring buffer is further partitioned into
smaller regions as more connections are added. In this case,
each formed slab contains multiple memory regions that are
exchanged via SLAB messages and subsequent Get operations
between PGs.
Figure 3 illustrates a typical SLaBS protocol exchange
between a source and destination PG. In this example, PG
A is slabbing 4 incoming connections into memory regions
bufA through bufD. Once enough data has buffered to form
a full slab, PG A sends an XSP SLAB message, identified
by SLAB sequence number 0, which contains the metadata
necessary for PG B to RDMA READ the indicated memory
regions and demultiplex the slab to the corresponding egress
transport connections. Upon receiving the SLAB message,
PG B immediately posts the Get call to the ibverbs library,
which invokes the RDMA operations to begin transferring
each buffer. As the RDMA transfer continues, PG A has
formed two more slabs and has sent the associated SLAB1 and
SLAB2 messages to PG B over the XSP control session. PG
B posts additional Get calls while the SLAB0 regions are still
being completed, queuing the next batch of RDMA operations.
When there is continuous offered load at PG A, this pipelining
is necessary to ensure that the network remains fully utilized.
If PG A runs out of available buffers, it must wait for an
acknowledgement from PG B that a previous slab buffer has
been successfully received, e.g. ACK SLAB0, before it can
begin to reuse the “in-flight” memory regions to buffer more
data. In this case, the 4th slab sent, SLAB3, uses the same
memory regions on PG A as our initial SLAB0.
We note that the ability to send BAG information ahead of
the slab is an important feature in the SLaBS model. Connections to the ingress PG might stall, eliminating them from
further slab bursts, and not all connections will be multiplexed
within every slab. SLaBS may also resize or reallocate memory
regions depending on the number of connections and available

B. RDMA for Phoebus and SLaBS
Our first implementation of the BAG approach extends
SLaBS with the ability to use RDMA in order to more
efficiently transfer slabs across dedicated network paths. Here,
the memory regions to Get are the slab SPDUs being buffered
at the SLaBS gateway. With the RDMA protocol handler
available in Phoebus supported by XSP-BAG signaling in
place, the remaining challenge involved extending the threaded
buffer model within SLaBS to support efficient BAG transfers
over high-latency WAN paths.
As network latency increases, it is well understood that
pipelining the transmission of network buffers is required in
order to continually keep data “in-flight” within the network.
TCP solves this with a sliding window protocol clocked to the
round-trip time (RTT) of the path, the effects of which become
exaggerated over so-called “long fat networks” leading to
considerable performance issues. In contrast, SLaBS maintains
an open loop model over the dedicated core network paths
which allows us to determine ahead of time what resources
are necessary and to pace slab transfers based on buffer and
throughput capabilities at various points in the network. This
amounts to ensuring that the buffering implementation has
at least one bandwidth-delay product2 (BDP) sized buffer in
transit at any given time. Thus, we use this value as a lower
bound in the determination of slab formation size; in other
words, the amount of buffered SPDUs that will generate the
next XSP SLAB message and subsequent slab transmission to
the destination PG.
Our SLaBS buffer implementation, illustrated in Figure 2,
uses an adjustable size ring buffer with configurable memory
region partitions within the overall buffer. To simplify the
2 The bandwidth delay product of a network path is typically calculated as
BDP = RT Tseconds ∗ RateBps
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Fig. 3: SLaBS RDMA communication between two PGs

memory on the system, requiring new memory registrations for
subsequent RDMA operations. Simply exchanging metadata
once per connection is not sufficient and we rely on our active
XSP session channel between PGs to handle this dynamic
exchange.
C. An RDMA driver for GridFTP
The well-known file transfer application GridFTP [18]
within the Globus Toolkit [16] uses an extensible input/output
library called XIO [23]. By utilizing the concept of a driver
stack, various modular drivers may be implemented independently and loaded dynamically at run time. This modularization facilitates re-usability for applications developed with the
toolkit. Within the XIO framework, we have developed an
RDMA transport driver, XIO-RDMA, that gives GridFTP the
ability to work over both native IB and RoCE fabrics.
XIO provides an interface to standard open, close, read, and
write calls as well as accept and server init hooks via passthrough and callback methods along the driver stacks. We use
our SLaBS buffer model developed for BAG in Section IV-B
to effectively form slabs within the XIO library by intercepting
application data passed via read and write calls. Fully formed
slabs are transferred over the network using an RDMA context
established when the GridFTP servers initialize a new transfer.
Since we are no longer multiplexing multiple connections,
our session control channel for XIO-RDMA has reduced
complexity compared to BAG, and we can perform a single
metadata exchange to communicate memory region pointers
at initialization. The client and server XIO-RDMA instances

keep track of SLAB sequence numbers and completion events
in order to pipeline RDMA operations over the network.
While other efforts such as RXIO [34] have optimized the
XIO framework for RDMA-style communications, our work
was primarily concerned with adding RDMA support within
the existing XIO code in order to evaluate RoCE over WAN
environments using a real-world application. As a result, while
our XIO-RDMA driver incurs additional overhead within the
XIO framework, we are able to provide WAN performance
that exceeds previously published results. We envision that
our SLaBS buffer optimizations for high-latency paths can be
applied to extensions like RXIO to provide the best of both
worlds.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
This section presents our experimental results as we evaluated the performance of our RDMA implementations. Our
goal was to determine application speedup when using RoCE,
either adapted at PGs with SLaBS or directly using XIORDMA, compared to end-to-end TCP. We also investigated
performance issues over bottleneck conditions. We note that
our evaluation makes use of the netem [2] Linux module to
emulate “edge” latencies in certain cases. We have previously
validated the accuracy of this approach in [26].
Results were collected from a testbed environment consisting of 4 nodes separated by an XGEM device used to
emulate real-world network conditions, shown in Figure 4.
The testbed formed a linear network topology with client and
server nodes at the edges (i.e. LAN segments) and PGs on each
end of a WAN segment emulated by the XGEM. Each of the 4
nodes contained dual-port 10Gb/s Mellanox ConnectX-2 VPI
adapters set to Ethernet link-layer mode. The PG systems were
additionally outfitted with two Mellanox ConnectX-2 dual-port
Ethernet NICs. All have native RoCE support. Each of the 4
systems were compute nodes with 8-core Intel Xeon CPUs and
189GB of RAM. Our system profiling and PG data channel
results were collected in a separate netem-only testbed on two
dedicated PG system with AMD Phenom II X4 processors and
8GB of RAM. Each system ran a 2.6.32 kernel with standard
Linux host tuning applied, including network interface and
driver settings optimized for 10Gb/s speeds. CUBIC [20] was
the default congestion control algorithm used on our systems.
RDMA drivers and libraries were provided by the most recent
OFED, version 1.5.4, installed on each system.
All of our transfer tests involved memory-to-memory copies
to avoid disk I/O bottlenecks. Unless otherwise noted, network
traffic was generated using GridFTP with servers running
on each system. A client host on the management network
initiated third-party transfers between source and destination
servers.
The XGEM was used to emulate a number of network
conditions that included variations over latency, loss, jitter, and
bandwidth control. For the experiments involving PGs, netem
was used to emulate LAN latencies on the end hosts; however,
adding loss directly on source or destination hosts is known
to cause poor interactions with the host’s TCP stack [2]. To
accommodate this constraint, we used the XGEM to verify
end host to PG TCP transfer performance with the indicated
amount of loss on the emulated LAN segments.
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A. Phoebus with RDMA
Our first experiment was designed to test the efficiency of
Phoebus data channels in transferring slabs between two PGs.
The iperf [21] network benchmark was used to initiate TCP
connections to the ingress PG where they were buffered and
multiplexed using SLaBS and then burst to the egress PG using
the configured data channel, namely TCP, UDP, and RDMA.
Simply buffering connections at the ingress PG allows the TCP
connection to transfer at speeds near line rate.
Figure 5 shows that at 10Gb/s, the SLaBS PGs are not able
to successfully form slab SPDUs and simultaneously burst
buffered slabs over either TCP or UDP data channels near
the available network capacity. TCP data channel performance
reaches 8.1Gb/s while UDP approaches 8.5Gb/s. This limitation is primarily due to the available memory bandwidth
on the PG hosts, and increasing the number of additional
incoming streams does not significantly affect the buffering or
backend performance. With the RDMA data channel enabled,
the resulting reduction in system overhead allows the slab
bursting performance to approach the rate of simply writing
SPDUs into the slab buffer from the edge connections. In fact,
the RDMA data channel transmits at the maximum bandwidth
achievable by the rNIC using RoCE, approximately 9.7Gb/s.
We note that this number is lower than the 9.9Gb/s “goodput”
achievable with TCP over a 10Gb/s path due to a Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) of 2048 bytes as defined in the
current RoCE specification. This increases the protocol header
and control overhead compared to the MTU of 9000 bytes
configured for the non-RoCE tests.
Our second set of experiments evaluated GridFTP performance over a variety of network conditions, comparing the
end-to-end TCP case with RDMA over the WAN via Phoebus.
Each data point in the Figure 6 charts is the average throughput
achieved by the globus-url-copy GridFTP client over multiple
transfers with a duration of 60 seconds. GridFTP includes
support for striping application data over parallel streams and
we compare single stream TCP performance with 8 parallel
streams in both the direct and Phoebus cases. To emulate
typical end-site to regional network path conditions, a total
of 4ms (2ms on each edge) of latency was added along the
end host to PG links in addition to small amounts of loss that
reflects contention over shared access networks. We also added
0.2ms of jitter to our WAN latency tests with a variation delta
of 0.05ms to emulate minor packet delay variation commonly
observed over backbone paths, e.g. due to buffering in routers.
As can be seen in Figure 6a, both single and parallel
stream TCP performance is on par with the Phoebus case
at low latencies and when there is no loss along the path.
GridFTP performance is approximately 9.3Gb/s for both direct
TCP and Phoebus cases. As WAN latency increases, the
average single stream TCP performance begins to drop as its
congestion window takes increasingly longer to grow, and at
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Fig. 4: 10G testbed with XGEM network emulator
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Fig. 5: Phoebus SLaBS data channel performance

120ms, parallel TCP performance also declines. In contrast,
the Phoebus RDMA case remains consistent across all WAN
latencies. At 120ms, single stream Phoebus provides a modest
5% improvement over direct TCP parallel streams and 20%
over a single stream.
The situation changes dramatically when loss is introduced.
Figure 6b and Figure 6c show the results of the above experiment run with 0.001% and 0.01% loss added, respectively.
Using parallel TCP streams mitigates the effects of loss and
increasing latency, as expected, but single stream TCP performance suffers considerably. In the 0.001% loss case, single
stream Phoebus is able to consistently outperform the direct
single stream TCP case by over 300%, and approaches parallel
stream performance at 120ms WAN latency. With 0.01% loss,
single stream Phoebus begins to improve on parallel TCP at
approximately 50ms. In both loss cases, parallel streams over
Phoebus perform nearly the same as when there is no loss,
and we see over a 6-fold improvement in the highest latency
and loss case.
We note that Phoebus RDMA performance remains very
consistent across all WAN latency values. This is a direct benefit of using RDMA over the WAN segment where maximum
bandwidth can be achieved almost instantaneously compared
with sliding window protocols such as TCP. The limitation
for Phoebus in the loss cases is the ability for TCP edge
connections to achieve good performance to and from the
PGs that segment the end-to-end path. Assuming a 2ms LAN
segment to the ingress PG as used in our experiments, parallel
TCP has little trouble achieving close to 10Gb/s throughput
even in the higher loss case. As the data is buffered at the PG,
our results show how the Phoebus RDMA data channel can
maintain slab bursts over the high latency WAN segment at
consistently high rates.
Lastly, we illustrate the importance of choosing a correctly
sized SLaBS buffer to adequately maintain full utilization of
the WAN path as latency increases. The buffer sizes indicated
in Figure 7 represent the total allocated ring buffer within the
SLaBS gateway. For an appropriately sized buffer for the given
WAN latency, 1/3 of the total buffer partitions will be in-flight
via a remote Get at any given time. As the number of buffers
to Get approaches the BDP of the WAN path, performance
of the RDMA data channel begins to decrease as the ingress
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PG has to wait for the next slab record to pipeline, effectively
“wasting” the available network capacity and increasing the
signaling to data transfer ratio. Using a 512MB buffer, SlaBS
with BAG is able to achieve full WAN network utilization
well beyond 100ms, covering a large number of typical WAN
path latencies while requiring a memory footprint achievable
in most network service platforms. Buffer resources on the PG
could also be better managed by sizing SLaBS buffers based
on WAN latency, which could be learned from the network

In our XIO-RDMA experiments, the PGs served as our end
hosts while we used the XGEM to emulate a direct, dedicated
WAN path with varying latency between the two systems. Our
testing compared the built-in XIO TCP driver with our XIORDMA implementation. Other user space GridFTP drivers
such as UDT perform poorly in 10Gb/s environments due to
the increased overhead of context switching and data copying
as we have demonstrated in our previous work [27].
As shown in Figure 8, both XIO-RDMA and properly tuned
TCP are able to quickly saturate a loss free, dedicated path
with low to moderate amounts of latency. As latency increases
beyond 60ms, both single and parallel TCP performance
begins to drop while XIO-RDMA remains consistent. We
also include results for untuned TCP (16M versus 256M
buffers) to illustrate the importance of setting large TCP
buffers in order to saturate 10Gb/s paths. An added benefit
of XIO-RDMA is that the chore of system buffer tuning
across platforms is eliminated. The driver is configured with
adequate SLaBS buffers by default, and if desired, may be
more directly controlled by the user via driver options passed
by the GridFTP client.
Our primary use case for XIO-RDMA is in networks where
on-demand, dedicated paths may be provisioned to the endsite. This allows GridFTP to take advantage of RoCE over
long-distance paths, moving bulk data with improved network
performance and increased host efficiency. To the best of
our knowledge, our solution is the first to take advantage
of RoCE for use over existing Ethernet WAN paths while
outperforming other GridFTP RDMA approaches targeted for
use in connecting distributed grid environments over IB [33].
C. Bottleneck Considerations
Existing circuit networks are subject to bandwidth availability and users may request or be provided with a path operating
at some fraction of the native interface speed on the end host.
This presents additional challenges as the resulting artificial
bottlenecks can create performance issues for TCP, and extra
considerations must be observed for maintaining good performance for RDMA transfers. Circuit bandwidth constraints are
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Fig. 9: Comparing TCP and rate-limited RDMA performance over
120ms WAN path with 5Gb/s policing

typically enforced with a combination of policing and shaping
policies on switches along the provisioned path. Hard policing
will drop frames if bandwidth thresholds are exceeded, or if
the configured burst limit for the policy is set too low to handle
the burstiness of incoming traffic.
The IB transport used in RoCE sends each application
message (i.e. RDMA buffer) as a burst over the network at line
rate. If the RDMA message size is greater than the burst limit
configured by the circuit policing, RoCE frames will simply
be dropped and the transfer will stall. We have observed this
behavior directly when configuring the XGEM to police traffic
between our RoCE-capable hosts. To overcome this, we must
ensure that the maximum message size remains below the burst
limit, and in addition, the rate of RDMA transfers must be
paced to match the policed bandwidth.
We used an IB benchmarking tool to test the above hypothesis. Importantly, the benchmark allows for adjustments to the
RDMA message sizes, provides adjustable rate limiting, and
has the ability to specify the transmit queue depth used by the
ibverbs library. Figure 9 shows that we were able to saturate
a 5Gb/s, 120ms bottleneck path as long as the following
conditions were met: 1) RDMA message sizes were kept below
the policing burst limit configured on the XGEM (1MB in this
case), 2) transmission of RDMA messages was rate limited,
or paced, to the policer bandwidth, and 3) the transmit queue
depth was sufficiently large enough to match the BDP of
the path. The steady performance of the rate limited RDMA
transfer contrasts sharply with TCP behavior. As the transfer
rate ramps up past the bottleneck rate, TCP reacts to loss
induced by the bandwidth policing and severely backs off, and
even parallel TCP streams is unable to consistently saturate the
path. The effects of TCP’s congestion recovery mechanism are
amplified by the high latency of the path.
Our SLaBS model is one that benefits from large RDMA
message sizes to reduce overhead in both buffer management
and the signaling of metadata between endpoints that use our
RDMA implementation. For bulk data movement applications
in particular, larger units of data exchange are desirable and
SLaBS buffers are typically sent with RDMA message sizes
ranging from 32MB to 256MB. Unfortunately, attempting
to send these larger buffers exceeds the burst limits and

overruns queues found in many network devices enabling
circuit networks. Based on these findings, we are investigating
modifications to our SLaBS buffering implementation to support adaptive rate limiting and the ability to efficiently manage
smaller buffer partitions when required by the underlying
network configuration.
VI. S YSTEM A NALYSIS
Reducing communication overhead remains a key issue for
supporting increasingly faster networks. System resources not
consumed by network operations can be allocated for other
CPU and memory-intensive tasks, ideally allowing for efficient
overlap of computation and communication. For example,
software router platforms such as our Phoebus Gateways can
take advantage of reduced communication overhead to provide
additional services such as encryption or compression of the
data stream.
In addition to the zero-copy techniques supported by RDMA
protocols, we take advantage of the Linux kernel “splicing”
support in our implementations. The splice and vmsplice
system calls use a kernel memory pipe to “splice” or connect
file descriptors, which may refer to network sockets, and
memory pages while avoiding costly copying to and from
user space buffers. These techniques allow us to further reduce
system resource utilization when sending and receiving TCP
streams in our PGs.
In order to better quantify the performance benefits of
RDMA and splicing, we profiled our PG systems using the
Linux perf tool [14] while running a series of benchmarks
that allowed us to compare standard TCP, splicing, and RDMA
approaches to network communication. perf provides access to
software and hardware counters including spent CPU cycles,
page faults, data and instruction cache loads, stores, and
misses, context switches and number of CPU migrations. Our
primary goal in this work is to reduce memory bus contention
and CPU utilization, and thus our results focus on data cache
profile statistics and cycles spent in each case.
We developed a network benchmark called xfer test that
implements a configurable SLaBS ring buffer and allows
client/server transfer of buffer partitions over TCP, using both
standard socket calls as well as splicing, in addition to RDMA
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Fig. 10: System profiling results comparing buffer send overheads
using splice, and RDMA. Normalized to TCP results.

incurring the least amount of overhead.
Finally, we look at the benefits to overall system CPU
utilization in an operating PG when using SLaBS with and
without RDMA and splicing. Figure 11 compares TCP socket
write calls, with and without RDMA, versus kernel socket
splice optimizations, with and without RDMA, in the egress
SLaBS gateway. Using only the splice calls instead of a standard TCP send, we can achieve a nearly 40-50% reduction in
total CPU usage, even as the number of incoming connections
increases. This overhead reduction significantly improves the
PGs ability to scale and apply additional optimizations. With
the RDMA data channel and splice, the picture changes even
more dramatically and we see only 6-7% total CPU utilization
when buffering and forwarding at 10Gb/s rates.
Our profiling results clearly show the benefits of using
splicing and RDMA in order to improve the performance of
data movement services that use SLaBS, or any network communication pattern that relies heavily on memory-intensive
operations. Our performance evaluation in Section V of both
Phoebus RDMA and XIO-RDMA empirically verifies the
effective use of these optimizations in practical scenarios.
VII. R ELATED W ORK

Fig. 11: Phoebus-SLaBS CPU overhead

support. Each test involved a 60 second transfer for each of
TCP, splicing, and RDMA, which was repeated for SLaBS
buffers of increasing size from 1MB to 1024MB. The perf
tool was used to collect system profile information for each
run and the results averaged over 20 total runs.
Figure 10 shows the profiling results for xfer test runs
across increasing buffer sizes for both the splice and RDMA
cases on an otherwise unstressed system. The values shown
are the ratio of data cache misses and stores, plus CPU cycles
spent, normalized to the equivalent standard TCP transfer
results. Clearly, both splicing and RDMA provide a significant
reduction in terms of accesses to the system memory bus and
total CPU utilization. RDMA improves upon the splicing case
even further, with over 95% fewer data cache loads and CPU
cycles spent compared to the equivalent TCP transfer across
buffer sizes.
We also performed the same tests on a memory-stressed
system using the stress system workload generator [4]. The
relative performance was comparable to the non-stressed system with slight improvements for both splicing and RDMA
compared to standard TCP socket operations. However, there
was a significant increase in cache loads for the splicing
case. Although splicing is a considerable improvement, and
we recommend its use in TCP applications wherever appropriate, RDMA is clearly the network communication approach

Being a recently proposed standard, there has been relatively
little previous research in analyzing RoCE performance over
existing Ethernet infrastructure, and we believe ours is the
first to evaluate the application of RoCE over wide-area
networks in particular. Other RDMA and zero-copy protocols
not involving IB have been proposed to run over Ethernet.
These include technologies such as Intel’s Direct Ethernet
Transport (DET) [6] and approaches that use iWARP-enabled
NICs [12], [30]. Compared to RoCE and IB, DET does not
provide full OS-bypass functionality with limited hardware
support, while iWARP remains bound to the limitations of
TCP/IP.
On the other hand, there have been active efforts involved
with extending IB fabrics over WANs [11], [29] and comparisons of IB to existing 10G Ethernet in high-latency transfer
scenarios [32]. These evaluations rely on IB extension devices which limit WAN performance to approximately 8Gb/s,
whereas our approach shows that RoCE can easily saturate
existing 10G networks. Other related work has investigated
RDMA-capable storage protocols over WANs [9], [35] and
explored system-level benefits of RDMA interfaces over 10G
networks [7].
Our development of an XIO-RDMA driver for GridFTP
shares common goals with a similar approach in ADTS [33].
As an RDMA implementation for GridFTP, the focus of ADTS
is on disk-based transfers and their performance analysis was
limited to I/O bound data movement over lower latency paths.
RXIO [34] adapts the XIO framework for efficient RDMA
communication but focuses on non-contiguous I/O operations
within data center environments.
Considerable efforts have been made in modifying TCP’s
AIMD-based congestion control algorithm, resulting in numerous variations for improving performance over WANs.
These include High-Speed TCP (HSTCP) [15] and HamiltonTCP [28], among many others too numerous to mention here.
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Others have investigated user space implementations such as
UDT [19], which provides reliability over UDP but suffer
from increased overhead, limiting their practical deployment in
high-speed networking applications. Newer transport protocols
such as SCTP [10] seek to improve performance through
multistreaming, while others allow features such as explicit
congestion feedback [22]. In all of these cases, improvements
have been incremental while failing to address new modes of
thinking in the transport of bulk data over long distances.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Advances in RDMA over Ethernet technologies now make
it possible to efficiently support high-performance data movement over existing 10G wide-area infrastructure. At the same
time, bringing these benefits to typical applications and endusers has remained a barrier for entry in many data center
and grid environments. In this work, we have presented our
Bulk Asynchronous Get approach as implemented in our
Phoebus Gateway system, enabling the transparent use of
RDMA protocols over the WAN for existing bulk data transfer
applications without modifications. Our performance analysis
has demonstrated considerable gains for GridFTP transfers
using RDMA over a variety of emulated WAN conditions
compared to end-to-end TCP. Depending on the severity of
network impairments, our approach can provide between 20%
to over 600% improvements in achievable throughput over
high latency paths. Our work also considers native RDMA
support within data transfer applications, and we have demonstrated an XIO-RDMA driver that allows GridFTP to maintain
consistently high performance over dedicated high-latency
WAN paths.
In order to be remain viable, our system must also scale to
40G and 100G network speeds. Our analysis numbers indicate
that reductions in OS overheads through a combination of
RDMA and system optimizations will allow our techniques
to operate at such speeds on standard hardware platforms.
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